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CASE STUDY
College of The Albemarle

THE POWER OF BRAND-DRIVEN MARKETING:  
HOW NC’S OLDEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE REVERSED 
A 5-YEAR ENROLLMENT DECLINE IN JUST ONE YEAR

IN A NUTSHELL
College of The Albemarle (COA) has always offered an incredible array of opportunities to would-

be students. Despite this, when we first met, COA was mired in a five-year enrollment decline, 

a slide that was worsening with the economic recovery as students and families refocused 

their sights on four-year institutions. Consequently, COA was seen as a second-tier choice. But 

through a comprehensive rebrand, COA took control of its own brand story and reintroduced 

itself. What’s more, by aligning that message with the right audiences, COA drove an 5% 

enrollment increase – reversing the declining trend in just the plan’s first year.

INSTITUTION 

Community College

LOCATION 
Elizabeth City, NC

FOUNDED 

1960

SIZE 

2,100 Students
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A HIDDEN GEM: STRUGGLING WITH  
DECLINING ENROLLMENT AND A  
LACK OF AWARENESS
It’s a story you’ve heard before: A community college misperceived as “13th grade” for 

local high-schoolers, a fall-back option for students who can’t necessarily make it to their 

top choice institution. And for College of The Albemarle (COA), North Carolina’s oldest 

community college, that misperception had become a major problem. Instead of being 

recognized as a pillar of the Albemarle region, COA was suffering with a lack of awareness 

and appreciation evident in their steadily declining enrollment. 

While many institutions would face that challenge with an eye on the business and financial 

concerns, that wasn’t what motivated COA. Instead, they looked at the seven counties 

they serve — five of which are designated among the most economically distressed 

counties in North Carolina — and saw communities of people who desperately need what 

COA has to offer.

COA provides a huge array of quality services, from dual enrollment to continuing 

education and everything in between. Despite the misperceptions and lack of awareness, 

it was time to tell a new story.
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REWRITING THEIR STORY:  
A CATALYST EMERGES
To overcome inaccurate perceptions, COA needed to reclaim and completely redefine 

its brand. More than a new logo or snappy tagline, COA had to tell a new story, one 

that would challenge the community’s deeply held beliefs and help prospective 

students see that COA could help them realize their own potential.

And so we joined forces with our partners at COA and went in search of their story. 

Together, we thought deeply about the college. We conducted careful research on  

the institution and its competitors. But, most importantly, we took the time to talk  

with COA’s faculty, staff and students as well as community members. Everyone  

we spoke to reiterated, again and again, how COA faculty and staff were mentors  

and champions who helped students discern and direct their unique talents into 

purpose-driven pursuits and transformative outcomes. And, from here, a story  

begin to emerge.

The story hinges on the idea that every student and every county COA serves has a 

spark of potential inside them. Sometimes that spark is hidden or untapped, but it’s 

COA BRAND PILLARS

A key component of COA’s brand story 

are its brand pillars, a series of words 

that describe COA’s brand promise and 

help shape the college’s narrative.

• Transformative

• Mentors and Champions

• United in Our Diversity

• Excellence and Value

• Vested and Engaged

Read the pillars in their entirety at 

albemarle.edu/about-us/why-coa

Your brand isn’t a logo. It’s the story you tell and the  

experience your stakeholders live. #higheredbranding

http://www.albemarle.edu/about-us/why-coa/
https://clicktotweet.com/Gbc3b
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always there. The COA experience is the catalyst that helps students identify and  

fuel that spark, igniting a process of transformation that radiates outward to shape 

their futures.

The story is powerful because it’s not about a place. It’s a story about people,  

and when the students and community around COA hear the story, they see 

themselves in it.

CASE STUDY
College of The Albemarle

A CATALYST VISUALIZED

Having found the heart of our story, 

we began to explore ways to illustrate 

it visually. After much brainstorming 

and sketching and collaborating, we 

found ourselves with a visual mark that 

appropriately captured and spoke to 

that spark and transformative power 

that COA offers its students.

The seven interlinking circles symbolize 

the seven counties that COA serves. 

The visual mark also incorporates the 

spark that lives within every student, 

radiating outward from the center of 

the logo, just as the transformative 

power of a COA education radiates 

outward in the lives of students, 

families and the community. 

Watch the logo come to life at  

bit.ly/COAlogo

The hero of your #brand story isn’t your institution.  

It’s the people you serve. #highered

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikqyJJXliYY&feature=youtu.be
https://clicktotweet.com/sPt2x
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REACHING THE RIGHT AUDIENCES: 
TELLING THEM THE REAL COA STORY
Of course, as any author can attest, a story is just words on a page until you have an 

audience that will help bring it to life. The telling began on campus, with the faculty, 

staff, and students who helped COA determine that the story they had was the right 

one. But for the brand story to truly have the impact necessary to change minds, we 

needed to broaden its reach exponentially.

And that’s exactly what a brand-driven marketing strategy does: tells a true, 

compelling brand story in the most compelling way possible to all the right people. 

The key to finding the right people? Understanding who they are. And the best tool we 

have for understanding and prioritizing our audiences is a marketing persona, which 

paints a narrative picture of the people we’re talking to — who they are, what they do, 

and what inspires them.

AdvertisingWeb Form

Event/
Application
Webpage 

albemarle.eduMicrosite

Communication Plan
(General, Pathway, Program)

Retargeting

EmailPhone Call EventFace-to-Face

Application to Enrollment
Communication Plan

Enrollment

No Conversion Conversion

if a user clicks they’ll
be taken to a website
page about upcoming
events or registration

Event/
Application
Webpage 

Retargeting

No ConversionConversion

if a user clicks they’ll
be taken to a website
page about upcoming
events or registration

CRM

Application

TOP OF
FUNNEL
TOP OF
FUNNEL

BOTTOM OF
FUNNEL
BOTTOM OF
FUNNEL

MIDDLE OF
FUNNEL

COA ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
FUTURE STATE - PHASE 2 FILLING THE FUNNEL

COA and VisionPoint worked together to 

carefully select marketing channels and 

initiatives that would help “fill the funnel” 

for COA’s recruitment efforts. A few of the 

tactics that were critical to the COA marketing 

plan were content marketing, social media 

advertising, search engine marketing, display 

advertising and retargeting. Those efforts 

worked to point people to the COA website, 

which focused on driving conversions by 

providing the right content at the right 

moment. And once prospective students had 

expressed interest (i.e., filling out a form), we 

ensured that a communication plan was in 

place to nurture them toward application and, 

eventually, enrollment.
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Finally, with the right story and the right audience in hand, we worked with COA to build 

and execute a multi-channel marketing plan to amplify the brand message. At its core, that 

marketing plan was driven by five core strategies built to take advantage of COA’s strengths 

and opportunities in the marketplace while avoiding their specific weaknesses and threats. 

Taken together, those strategies built top-of-mind awareness, strengthened connections 

with area high schools and promoted COA’s transformational potential in previously 

underrepresented groups such as the region’s military community. With a range of tactics 

all anchored in those strategies, the plan would drive brand awareness by re-introducing 

COA to the community and, most importantly, drive leads by fostering prospective students’ 

engagement with the college.
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A brand story means nothing if the right audience  

doesn’t hear it. #higheredbranding

https://clicktotweet.com/ccfT6


Do you want to re-write your institution’s story and drive enrollment?
Talk with us about how to build brand perception and drive marketing results.
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THE RESULTS COME IN: REVERSING A 
FIVE-YEAR ENROLLMENT SLIDE
For some, the idea of challenging deeply held misperceptions about a school’s value 

might seem too daunting to try. COA realized, however, that the best way to earn positive 

perception is to show people that you do have something of value for them and – just as 

important – actually deliver on the value you’ve promised. 

As a result, over the course of just one year, COA watched the change it had been striving 

for come to life. Across campus, faculty and staff embraced the idea of COA’s role as 

a catalyst, looking for ways to fold the brand story into the work of their departments 

and divisions. Students began to take pride in their college, sporting COA t-shirts and 

encouraging their friends to consider a COA education. 

Perhaps even more remarkable is that, as a result of COA’s investment into an intentional 

and brand-driven marketing strategy, we were able turn a 3% yearly enrollment decline 

into a 5% increase, proving that the brand is motivating target audiences to engage with 

the college more widely and more passionately than ever before.
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The best way to improve brand perception is to  

promise people something they value & then deliver  

on that promise. #higheredbranding 

https://clicktotweet.com/NKix3

